
 

  
  
  

 

 

 We're Not Alone. 
 
Greetings, 

I visited New York City for a few days this month. I’ve never been before. We averaged about 14 
miles each day walking across the city. We spent one day making it from the East Village through 
Greenwich Village up the High Line over to Grand Central Terminal up to Central Park and took the 
subway down to watch the sunset while crossing the Brooklyn Bridge. Not that my figure changed 
much due to the walking, since we ate a slice of pizza between meals every day. 

During the trip I kept thinking that there were so many people all around, but yet how lonely it 
could feel. In other cities there always seems to be a moment of eye contact, a quick smile when 
passing someone on the street; but in NYC everyone ignores everyone. 

That trip brought me to think about the Network. We’ve grown to over 700 partners, but yet many 
of us don’t know one another. It may seem as if you alone are doing this hard work of helping 
families reach their full potential, challenging the system of racial inequity, or connecting a divided 
community. But you aren’t alone. The power of this coalition is right at your fingertips. 

Are you willing to help us help you create stronger relationships with one another? If so, 
please click here to take two minutes to respond to a survey that will strengthen our combined 
action.  

Thank you for being an ally to the Network. 
 
Kelsey Clayton 
Network Manager 

  
  
  

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/M97SDX3


 
Policy Updates 

 

Payday lending: 

More than 10,000 Indiana borrowers will see $11 million in debt cancelled and $1 million in fees 
returned due to a settlement agreement reached between Indiana Attorney General Greg Zoeller 
and the Department of Financial Institutions and Western Sky Financial LLC, CashCall, Inc., WS 
Funding, LLC, Delbert Services Corporation and John Paul Reddam. The lawsuit filed against Cashcall 
alleged that the company engaged in a “rent-a-tribe” scheme, with front-company Western Sky 
Financial falsely associating itself with a Native American tribe in order to originate unlawful loans 
charging interest rates higher than Indiana allows and transferring the loans to Cashcall. As part of 

the settlement, the companies will not be allowed to lend in the state for two years.    

“There are few cases that are as outrageous as this one where consumers were taken advantage of 
during a time of need,” Zoeller said. “Not only will consumers receive some restitution, but these 
kinds of acts will be halted for years to come.” 

Quick Click Poll 

Q: In 2015, how much money did Americans lose due to internet scams? 

September Poll: 

Q: Annually, how much money are Americans wasting by buying premium-grade 
gasoline for vehicles designed to run on regular fuel? 

A: $2.1 billion 

  

Microlending Making An Enormous Impact 

For centuries and in cultures spanning the globe, humans have practiced the concept of a “lending 
circle,” or short-term, interest-free loans among close associates to pay for emergencies, repairs, 
down payments, or even vacations. The concept is simple; a small group of people organize 
themselves and agree to contribute a predetermined but financially feasible amount of money into a 
collective pot every month. Each month, the pot is given to a different participant who has not yet 
received the pot until everyone has had a chance to collect. For example, five neighbors decide to 
contribute $100 a month and each month one of the neighbors receives $500. This continues for 
five months until the fifth neighbor receives $500. Although the success of lending circles hinges on 
every participant contributing their monthly obligation, the close social connection between 
neighbors-along with the negative consequences to one’s relationship with their neighbors if they fail 
to make a payment-reduces the risk of defaulted loans. Continue here... 

  

http://www.stateagreport.com/2016/10/20/the-state-ag-report-weekly-update-october-20-2016/
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/XVNLGFG
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http://www.indianaopportunity.net/blog/2016/10/27/microlenders-making-an-enormous-impact


Meanwhile, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau received thousands of letters regarding the 
proposed rules for payday and other small dollar lending. Those who wrote to oppose the rules from 
Indiana cited state’s rights, consumer access to credit, and the rules unintentionally having a 
broader reach than just payday loans among their concerns. At the same time, dozens of 
organizations and thousands of individuals from Indiana signed on to letters expressing support for 
the proposed rules and asking for them to be strengthened further. 

Assets: 

The Assets for Independence (AFI) program, which partially funds Individual Development Accounts 
(IDA), is still in danger of being eliminated by Congress. While the House voted to preserve previous 
funding levels, the Senate has proposed $0 in funding for AFI in 2017. You can take action here by 
learning more about the program and signing on to CFED’s letter to members of Congress. 

You can also check out this new brief from CLASP to learn more about how asset limits on public 
benefit programs discourage families from saving – a necessary step to help families weather set-
backs as they move forward economically. 

Paid Family and Medical Leave: 

Momentum in the states on paid family and medical leave has picked up, and Indiana Institute for 
Working Families will soon release a brief with policy recommendations for Indiana. Nearly every 
worker will need time off for a medical event or to provide care to a loved one at some point in his 
or her career, but continuing wages can be a heavy burden for employers. Low-wage workers are 
least likely to have access to these kinds of benefits, meaning that they are just one car accident, 
diagnosis, baby, or ill parent away from economic hardship. If you’d like to stay up-to-date on 
efforts in the state to create better access to paid family and medical leave, 
contact emacey@incap.org.  

 

  

Collective Action In Community Development 

This blog was written by Steering Committee member Martha Henn, Near West Great Places 2020 Convener 

My work in financial empowerment began in a research coordination position I held in a university-
affiliated research center.  Through the promotion of externally-funded research and graduate 
student learning, research centers and institutes enhance opportunities to create synergies among 
faculty and students to pursue a wide range of scholarship. They are critical to the process of 
innovation, collaboration, and discovery in a research university, but for me, they altered the path of 
my life to move me away from a strictly academic career path out into the community.  Our 
research center focused on the financial services sector – banking, insurance and securities – but we 
also had a thread of research based around what was originally called “financial literacy.” Through 
that academic, research-based focus on shifting personal money power and independence to 
individuals, I became more and more intrigued by the problem of poverty.  British academics 
Richard Wilkinson and Kate Pickett published a book in 2009, entitled The Spirit Level: Why More 
Equal Societies Almost Always Do Better.  Their argument is the essence of the idea that captured 
me: that “almost every social problem common in developed societies - reduced life expectancy, 

http://www.consumerfinance.gov/policy-compliance/rulemaking/rules-under-development/notice-proposed-rulemaking-payday-vehicle-title-and-certain-high-cost-installment-loans/
http://cfed.org/blog/inclusiveeconomy/action_today_let_congress_know_we_cant_afford_to_defund_afi/
http://www.clasp.org/
http://www.clasp.org/resources-and-publications/publication-1/Eliminating-Asset-Limits-Creating-Savings-for-Families-and-State-Governments.pdf
mailto:emacey@incap.org


child mortality, drugs, crime, homicide rates, mental illness and obesity - has a single root cause: 
inequality.” Continue here... 

  
  
  

Upcoming Events and Conferences 

 October 27: New Financial Coaching Resources by the CFPB, Webinar 
 November 2: Diversity and Inclusion Symposium, Hammond 
 November 3: Crossroads Cooperative Summit, Indy 
 November 8: Election Day, Nationwide 
 November 16: IACED 30th Anniv. Celebration & Prosperity Indiana Summit, Indy  
 November 16: Tech-Based Strategies to Promote Engagement in CSAs, Webinar 
 November 17: Impact Investing, Webinar 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---Follow us on Twitter: @IN_AO_NETWORK 

   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

  

 
Contact Me! 

Kelsey Clayton 
Network Manager 

317-454-8540 
http://indianaopportunity.net/ 

(If you received this email, you either were referred by a 
colleague or signed up for this e-newsletter.) 

 

Thank you for your 
generous support. 

Indiana Assets & Opportunity Network | 202 East Market Street | Indianapolis | IN | 46204 

This email was sent to {Contact_Email} by kclayton@iaced.org. 
If you  no longer wish to receive the Indiana Assets & Opportunity Network's e-newsletter, you may unsubscribe at any point. 
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